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In this note we construct a "completion" for uniform convergence 
structures in the sense of CooK-FISCHER [l]; indeed for some more general 
objects as well [2]. We show that for a certain subclass of these structures, 
the "completion" is complete. 
Let (X, ff) be a uniform convergence space, and let it be the set of 
all Cauchy filters on X. Let cp: X--+ it be given by cp(x)=x. Under cp, 
we may regard X as a subset of it, and hereafter cp will not be used for the 
embedding. 
Definition: Let S C X x X. We say that two filters @ and 'Pare 
near of order S if there exist sets cp E @ and 1p E 'P, with cp x 1p C S. 
S denotes the set of all pairs (1>, 'P) of Cauchy filters near of order S. 
If §' is a Cauchy filter on X, then .#' = [{F: FE ff'}]. 
Corollary: $:" is a filter. 
Proof: {F :F E ff'} is a filter base, for (F1 n F2)" C F1 n F2, and 
the left is nonempty. 
Definition: Y = [{F: §' E ff}]. 
Corollary: Y is a uniform convergence structure on X. 
Proof: It is easily seen that ff is a A-ideal of filters, and that 
[.3] E ff. Since obviously §"-1= (ff'-1)", we merely look at composition, 
for base elements of ff. Look at $:" o fh. Now to show this is in ff, we 
wish to show that (ff' o ~)" <;.F o !!J. It suffices to restrict to filters §' 
and~ which are symmetric and equal to their meets with [.d], for then 
the composition is defined and these form a base. 
Take a typical element of (ff' o ~)", say (FoG)". Let (1>, 'P) E F o (}. 
then there exists e, such that (1>, @) E F and (0, @) E 0. That is, there 
exist cp, fh, 1p and ff2 with cp x ff1 C F and ff2 x 1p C G. But with 
ff=ff1 n ff2 E e, 
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we have 
(cp X{}) 0 ({}X "P) c F 0 G. 
Now. cp x "PC (cp x fJ) o ({} x "P) as seen by computing, so cp x "PC FoG. 
Hence («P, 'P) E (F o G)", and we have .# o i) E ff. q.e.d. 
Proposition 1: Let «P be an ~-Cauchy filter, with ~ E ff. Then 
«Po ~ is ~ o ~-Cauchy, where «Po~ has a base of sets cp o F: cp E «P 
and F E ~. and cp o F = {y : there exists an x in cp for which (x, y) E F}. 
Proof: We first consider only filters ~ =~-1. A typical small set 
in ~ o ~ is F o F, where F-1 = F E ~- Let z be such that cp C F;:, where 
such a z exists as «P is ~-Cauchy. Then cp x {z} C F. We show that 
cp o F C (F oF);:. For if y E cp o F, there is an x in cp for which (x, y) E F, 
and (y, x) E F. But since cp x {z} C F and x E cp, we have (x, z) E F. Hence 
(y, x) o (x, z) E F oF; that is (y, z) E F oF and y E (F oF);:. q.e.d. 
We consider~ symmetric and such that ~A[Ll]=~, and~ Eff. 
It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1 that when an .#-Cauchy 
filter «Pis given on Jt, and «Po.# has a filter trace on X, that the trace is 
~ o ~-Cauchy. For «Po $; is ~ o ~-Cauchy. 
In the case of Bourbaki uniform structures, we have the result easily. 
For in that case, we need only take eft, the uniformity. Then for any 
cp E «P, and FE eft, we select a Cauchy filter ill E cp. ill is a eft-Cauchy 
filter so there is an x for which F x E ill; hence ill and x are near of order F. 
Hence (x, ill) E F, and when F is symmetric we have x E cp o F. Hence 
trx «P does not contain cp (the null set). and by consequence is a Cauchy 
filter. It, as an element of Jt, is the limit of the Cauchy filter «P. To check 
that «P -+ tr x «Po .#, we observe that «P converges as a refinement of~ o ~. 
sliced at trx «Po ~. 
The only detail which we lack in uniform convergence structures is this: 
selecting ill as above we have no assurance that ill is again ~-Cauchy. 
This is serious. It is then possible that a ~-Cauchy filter ill may be 
~-isolated from X as a point in Jt. Hence we can "complete" all spaces, 
but the completion is insured to be complete when we have the 
Completion Axiom: There is a base f!J for§" consisting of symme-
tric~. with~ =~1\[LI], and for which every Cauchy filter «Pis ~-Cauchy 
for all ~ E f!J. 
We may then rephrase the completion axiom in terms of the completion 
of X, by saying that for each~ E f!J, and each «P which is a Cauchy filter 
on X, «P is not an .#-isolated point of Jt. Thus we see that, though for 
Bourbaki uniform spaces it is immediate that the completion Jt has X 
as a dense subspace, for us it is necessary to assume a stronger density. 
We have density, but not density for each ~ E f!J except by axiom. 
Hence we have proven 
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Theorem 1 : (X, ff) is a complete space with (X, .:T) a dense sub-
space, provided (X, .:T) satisfies the Completion Axiom. 
Of course the construction of (X, ff) can be given for more general 
objects, indeed for all of the structures of [2]. However the resulting 
structure may be incomplete. It merely has the property that every 
Cauchy filter on X has a limit in X. 
There is an interesting relation between our earlier note on regularity [3] 
and completion. We give this relation in the form of a new proof of the 
completeness of the completion of a uniform space. 
Theorem 2: Every uniform space is a dense subset of a complete 
space. 
Proof: Construct the completion as above, or say using minimal 
Cauchy filters (these do not exist in the more general situation). 
Let {xn} be a Cauchy net in X. Let {xnk} ~ xn; since X is dense in X 
we take each xnk in X. Then {xnk} is a Cauchy net, and the associated 
Cauchy filter ~ in X is its limit. By regularity it follows that {xn} ~ ~-
For our purpose the above proof demonstrates even more elegantly 
the need for the Completion Axiom. In order that the above proof work, 
we need {xn} an ~-Cauchy net and {xnk} ~ Xn(~l) for the same fixed 
~1, for each n. Otherwise all details go through exactly as in the above 
proof. 
The question of regularity in uniform convergence structures remains 
open, though a negative answer seems likely. It would be interesting to 
ascertain just what topological spaces are uniformizable in this general 
setting but not Bourbaki uniformizable, and what the completions look 
like. 
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